INTRODUCING NZDS BY TECHEMYNT

NZDS is a New Zealand Dollar stablecoin backed 1:1 with
physical New Zealand Dollars in cash and cash equivalents.

NZDS was launched in March 2021 by Techemynt, a registered New Zealand Financial Services provider,
using the FiatToken framework developed by Circle that is the basis for USD-Coin (USDC). As a
blockchain-based stablecoin, NZDS combines the stability and value of the New Zealand Dollar with the
intrinsic utility of cryptocurrency to allow arbitrage, remittance, and digital payments.

How NZDS is being used
There are currently ~7.2 million NZDS in circulation with the token currently being actively traded on
Dasset, a New Zealand-based crypto to fiat exchange, and DFX, a decentralised exchange focused on
stablecoin swaps.
•

NZDS is being used by traders as a safe haven. It is an entry and exit asset
for traders during periods of crypto volatility.

•

NZDS is implemented as a stable asset to lock into DeFi protocols and
ensure steady liquidity provider yields can be earned without having to
worry about the volatility of the underlying asset.

•

NZDS has been put to use as a settlement asset for larger Over-theCounter (OTC) trades and wealth transfers.

* As at 05 February 2022.

High yield for liquidity providers
- A popular use case for NZDS develops
Presently the most active use case for NZDS is the second case, described above. The NZDS/USDC
pool on the Automated Market Maker-based decentralized exchange, DFX, offers liquidity providers
annnualised percentage yields (APY) that currently far exceed rates offered by traditional bank
deposit and savings accounts. The pool currently has $4.2m worth of assets locked into it by the DFX
community.”

Stablecoins: Ideal Yield farming DeFi tokens
Stablecoins play an important role in liquidity provision and DeFi lending markets. If a crypto investor
locks a speculative asset like ETH into a liquidity pool or protocol like Compound, there is a possibility
that a fall in the price of the asset will offset any gains.
An asset like NZDS, however, retains its value during periods of crypto market volatility. This means
holders will feel more comfortable locking into yield programs like the one offered by DFX, where NZD is
paired with another stablecoin, USDC. USDC mirrors the price of the US dollar.
Stablecoins combined with DeFi yield solutions can offer fantastic hedging opportunities for crypto
investors seeking to protect against inherent crypto market volatility.
NZDS staking offers a yield, and it can be easily accessed through web3.0 meaning that your email
address and passwords aren’t stored on any centralized database. It is a discrete, secure way to
consolidate wealth or capital gains. Taking this proposition one step further, when yields are as high
as they can be on DFX for NZDS, we’re not just talking about consolidating wealth, we’re talking about
creating it.
Find out more at techemynt.com

BUY

Purchase NZDS wholesale
from us here at Techemynt
or from our global retail
partners.

EARN

SEND

Staking rewards for
providing liquidity to other
users of the platform.

Your NZDS to a web3.0
enabled cryptocurrency
wallet that supports ERC20
tokens.

DEPOSIT

Your NZDS into the
“Decentralised Finance
Exchange (DFX)” protocol.
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How to Stake
BUY
Buy NZDS wholesale through the Techemynt portal or through a Techyment retail partner. NZDS can
be bought with USDC on Ethereum-based Exchange DFX, or, for fiat and other cryptocurrencies on the
Dasset trading platform.

SEND
Once NZDS has been purchased it needs to be sent to a web3.0 enabled wallet, like Metamask, where it
can then interact directly with the decentralised finance ecosystem. Currently, DFX supports Metamask
and Trust Wallet.
Metamask is a browser extension that injects web3.0 API into the context of every website so that
websites with decentralised application capabilities can read from blockchains like Ethereum.
How to install Metamask
Within their Metamask wallet, a user can find the address for their wallet. You can then paste this
address into the recipient field of the application you are sending the tokens from (i.e. Dasset) or share
the metamask address with someone who is sending you NZDS.

DEPOSIT
Using your web3.0 wallet you can deposit your NZDS into the DFX protocol website.
https://app.dfx.finance/.
Instructions on how to deposit cryptocurrency on the DFX platform can be found here.

EARN
By logging into the DFX.Finance application with a Web3.0 wallet, NZDS depositors can track how much
money they have earned from staking NZDS.
Within the same portal, stakers can also withdraw rewards back to their Metamask wallets.
More information on DFX staking rewards can be found here.

Disclaimer: DFX is a platform-independent of Techemynt and NZDS. Any use of the DFX platform is subject to its
own terms and conditions. Techemynt is not responsible for any loss associated with the use of the DFX platform
or any other third-party platform or service.
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